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Abstract

In academic institutions around the world, faculty and administrators are searching for new ways to improve teaching effectiveness and prepare students for a more demanding global workplace. Although improving the effectiveness of teaching has long been acknowledged as an important priority, at most academic institutions current performance assessment programs for evaluating faculty effectiveness are often perceived as being limited, ineffective and outmoded. In this paper, we identify key shortcomings of current teaching assessment methods and suggest an improved seven-step coaching model for improving teaching effectiveness. The proposed model also includes ten testable propositions for improving teaching effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

At a 2012 Harvard University conference on improving teaching effectiveness Nobel laureate, Carl E. Wieman, decried the current state of preparing doctoral candidates to teach, the process used to evaluate teaching, and the failure of academic scholars to understand current teaching and best practices about teaching and learning (Berrett, 2012). Although improving the effectiveness of university teaching has been a subject of high importance for more than seventy years, contemporary faculty, and administrators alike are frequently dissatisfied with current teaching evaluation methods (Kane, Kerr, & Pianta, 2014). Although classroom teaching has historically been the most frequently cited factor for evaluating overall faculty performance in a survey of university deans (Seldin, 1999, p. 7), there continues to be broad disagreement about how to measure teaching effectiveness at the university level and current methods sometimes leave faculty feeling both dissatisfied and mistreated (Elmore, 2008).

The purposes of this paper are to present a coaching model to improve the less effective teaching evaluation systems that are in place at most universities and colleges and to identify why this model is a morally virtuous model for honoring the duties owed by universities. We begin with a brief summary of the literature about current teaching effectiveness and explain why current methods of assessing teaching are ineffective and identify the nature of the obligation of universities and their administrators to develop systems that are morally virtuous. We then 1) introduce and describe a coaching model for improving teaching effectiveness; 2) identify a seven-step model that meshes with research about highly effective performance improvement systems; and 3) present ten testable propositions within our proposed model. We conclude with four major contributions of our paper and address the importance of improving teaching effectiveness.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Understanding Teaching Effectiveness

Despite the fact that preparing students to “learn and to earn” are primary reasons for creating academic institutions of higher learning (Levitan & Gallo, 1991), the overwhelming majority of doctoral students who become university professors are rarely trained about how to be effective educators, and those charged with the evaluation responsibilities are as rarely given training about how to assist faculty to improve their teaching or how to conduct a formal teaching evaluation process (Berrett, 2012). Even disagreement about the factors that make up effective
teaching is common, despite the extensive research that has been written about the topic (Seldin, 2006; Seldin & Hutchings, 1999). As with other individuals working in other job settings, both faculty who are evaluated and those who assess their teaching are frequently uncomfortable with the assessment process by which teaching is measured (Seldin, Miller, & Seldin, 2010).

W. Edwards Deming (2000), the man most cited as responsible for quality improvement and Total Quality Management, strongly criticized attempts at performance measurement as misguided processes conducted by poorly trained administrators who failed to understand the factors that determine effective performance. The result of many of those misguided systems, Deming (2000) declared, was to create widespread frustration and dissatisfaction by the victims of such systems. Nobel laureate Wieman’s comments at the 2012 Harvard conference suggest that Deming’s insights offered many years ago continue to describe the problems of performance appraisal as it relates to assessing teaching effectiveness today (Berrett, 2012).

The primary purposes of teaching assessment programs are to help teachers to improve the quality of their teaching and to enable them become more effective in relating with their students (Griffin, McGaw & Care, 2011). Although feedback from student surveys has historically been the most common source of information about teaching (Seldin, 1999), there are limits to the effectiveness of student feedback in assessing teaching performance. Marincovich (1998, p. 47), who served as Director of the Stanford University Center for Teaching and Learning, observed that, in her experience, very few teachers have been able to make any significant improvements in their teaching as a result of feedback from their students.

The use of student feedback about teaching effectiveness is a common practice at colleges and universities but can be limited in its validity (Seldin, 1999). DeZure (2000, p. 71) concluded that “student evaluations continue to be valid and reliable to assess many aspects of instruction, but they are not adequate measures of content and its related dimension—pedagogical content knowledge—or ethical standards of practice.” Nonetheless, student assessments are used for evaluating teacher effectiveness, even when sample sizes are small or when students are being asked to assess performance that they simply are not qualified to assess (Seldin, 1999).

Similarly, peer evaluations of feedback can be helpful but are also not always valid. Popham (2013) has suggested that faculty peers are an excellent source of teacher assessment with regard to course design, course content, and course goals; the methods and materials used in delivery, evaluation, and grading of student work; and a faculty member’s compliance with appropriate ethical standards. Peer bias in assessing teaching nonetheless exists, however, due to 1) disagreement about what constitutes effective teaching; 2) interpersonal relationships between the observer and the faculty member; 3) who selects the observer; 4) reputation of the faculty member being observed; 5) disagreement about what to observe; 6) inconsistency in the assessment process; and 7) lack of training of observing peers (DeZure, 1999, p. 72). DeZure (1999, p. 70) observed that “research on current practice indicates that too often peer classroom observation is neither a reliable nor a valid tool as it is currently used.” Sachs and Parsell (2014) observed that peer review, as traditionally established, has historically not been either effective or sustainable as practiced in the modern university.

Peer review can be valuable and helpful, but only if integrated into a teaching and learning process that is comprehensive and supportive, rather than simply informal or judgmental (Buskist, et al., 2014). Buskist and colleagues have suggested a four-part holistic process that incorporates a pre-observation meeting to create high trust, an actual observation, creation of a detailed formal written feedback report, and a post-observation meeting emphasizing the positives identified in the review and offering specific suggestions to help the instructor to become even more effective.

Although some faculty benefit when they utilize a university or college’s Center for Teaching (Marincovich 1999, p. 47-49), most faculty choose not to access that potentially valuable resource. Unfortunately, faculties at many universities are given the message that teaching is less important for achieving tenure than publishing in top-tier academic journals (Miller, Taylor, & Bedeian, 2011). Faculties at some of “the best schools” are still being told by their peers and department heads to spend less time on teaching and to emphasize their scholarly research in top journals—despite the fact that the latest research indicates that much of what is published in academic journals “has become less actionable over time, and so, less useful to our students” (Pearce & Huang, 2012, p. 247). As a result, teaching at some universities focuses on presenting lectures and asking students to recall that information, to research concepts, and to prepare written reports are deemphasized by faculty who prefer not to spend the time to read and grade more complex learning activities (cf. Paul, Elder, & Bartell, 1997).
Faculty and their deans are often not up to date with current advances in learning theory (Berrett, 2012). Most learning at universities and colleges continues to emphasize cognitive learning and follows Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy. Although this cognitive approach to knowledge acquisition is an appropriate and necessary part of learning, Wineburg and Schneider (2009, p. 58) note “knowledge possessed does not mean knowledge deployed” and emphasized that great teaching required much more than learning about concepts, definitions, and theories.

Highly regarded scholars note that the application of knowledge is at the heart of both great education (Piper, 1993) and successful organization performance (Pfeffer, 1998). Fink’s (2003) Taxonomy of Significant Learning has introduced a model of learning that combines cognitive elements of Bloom’s taxonomy with a focus on understanding how one learns, what one cares about, and the importance of the human dimension in the learning process. Fink’s (2013) research confirms that traditional cognitive learning methods fail to create meaningful student learning and he advocates creating “significant learning” experiences that appeal to students at the emotional level – that enhance their lives, their interactions with others, their commitment to become good citizens in society, and prepare students for the world of work. His model combines key cognitive elements from Bloom with caring about values, integrating the human dimension into the learning process, and helping students to understand how they each learn (Fink, 2003).

Mezirow (2000) emphasized that learning must be transformational, challenging assumptions about previously believed theories and concepts and achieving a threshold of understanding that enables learners to go to a higher level of insight about principles that bear the test of application. Transformational learning acknowledges the insight that Einstein offered in his statement, “The significant problems we face cannot be resolved at the same level that we were at when we created them.” Mezirow recognized that students must constantly examine what they believe to define what is and is not reality – meaning that which is frequently believed “conventional wisdom” but not empirically valid (cf. Pfeffer, 1998). Mezirow (2000) suggested that transformational learning allowed students to discover truth by freeing themselves from the conceptual boundaries imposed by assumptions about “accepted theories” that have not been empirically tested.

Tello and colleagues (2013) have recently introduced a new model of transformative learning that integrates key elements of Bloom’s taxonomy, Fink’s taxonomy, and transformational learning and emphasizes the application of knowledge as the key to learning. Transformative learning incorporates many of the key elements of experiential learning identified by Kolb (1984), but also includes Fink’s focus on values and human interaction and Mezirow’s openness to defining reality. Incorporating key elements of cognitive, affective, and transformational learning, the transformative learning model engages students at multiple levels and challenges them to integrate theory, facts, values, and their practical application (Tello, et al., 2013). This transformative learning model is consistent with Ramsden’s (2003) assessment of the purpose of the learning process.

Ramsden (2003) suggested that the key to effective teaching is to focus on student understanding, or “the way in which students apprehend and discern phenomena related to the subject, rather than what they know about them or how they can manipulate them.” Ramsden (2003, p. 4) added that “(m)erely being able to repeat quantities of information on demand is not evidence of a change in understanding – at any level of education. . . (but) is a qualitative change in a person’s view of reality.”

Elliott and Dweck (2005) challenged prior competency and motivation theories and found that many of the conventional assessment techniques were flawed. They suggested that the focus should be more on the psychological factors as a means of determining how effectively one acquires and uses the new knowledge and skills. Similarly, Gardner (1999) argued that traditional views of intelligence and how it was measured should be replaced by more innovative measures that focus on the concept of multiple intelligences. He suggested that individuals could understand and deploy these multiple intelligences based on the roles they were given but they have a moral responsibility to use those intelligences to create a better world. While neuropsychology of learning theory is noteworthy and provides compelling arguments for using more innovative methods in learning assessment, it is not the focus of this paper.

Rather than focusing on the opinions of students or other subjective observers, known as secondary measures of teaching effectiveness, accrediting bodies identify the importance of evaluating teaching based upon direct measures of teaching effectiveness that are based upon actual samples of student work, including reports, exams, and completed student work products and an emphasis on transformational teaching outcomes (cf. AACSB Accreditation Standard 12). The strength of direct measures of learning is that they provide evidence of what students have learned and what they can actually apply.
2.2 Improving Teaching

Seldin (1999, p. 213) has suggested that current teaching evaluation programs fail in two ways: “First, they fail to motivate employees to improve their performance; second, they fail to distinguish between poor, adequate, and good teaching” (Seldin, 1999, 213). To improve teaching effectiveness, Higgerson (1999, p. 196-198) suggested seven factors that she identified as important to creating an improved teaching evaluation system:

1) Faculty understand and accept the organization’s mission. A well-conceived mission identifies an organization's focus, goals, and direction and articulates what is valued.

2) Members trust and mutually respect each other. The contribution of faculty members to the mission is understood and appreciated and members feel confident that their colleagues are committed, caring, and competent.

3) Diversity of perspective is valued and acknowledged. Faculty communicate openly and are willing to consider other perspectives without being defensive or resistant to considering other points of view.

4) Faculty members collaborate effectively to achieve shared goals. Well-meaning cooperation involves working together in the pursuit of the mission, goals, and values.

5) All members are informed about key information as valued stakeholders. Faculty are fully engaged participants in the governance process and their input is incorporated in the discussion.

6) Leaders model the commitment to achieving excellence. School and department leaders set the tone by exemplifying the values of the organization and the behaviors expected by its members.

7) Faculty member concerns about issues are responsibly addressed. Those concerns are respected, addressed, and responded to in a professional manner.

Although Higgerson’s summary provides a valuable framework for the development of improved teaching, his framework is inconsistently applied (Seldin, 1999). This lack of consistency provides tremendous opportunities to explore innovative models that may address the changing needs of contemporary education institutions. Modern academic institutions are more diverse than ever before and traditional teaching methods are no longer effective with today’s tech-savvy students. Newer more stringent accreditation standards are being implemented and increased pressure to meet state and federal educational goals are commonplace. Consequently, these challenges have also changed the roles and responsibilities of faculty and administrators.

2.3 Moral Obligations in Evaluating Teaching Effectiveness

In honoring the moral responsibilities associated with improving teaching, university administrators owe duties and obligations 1) to the doctoral students who they train to become future university professors, 2) to faculty who currently endure today’s ineffective teaching evaluation systems, 3) to the students who universities and colleges teach, and 4) to a society that demands excellent preparation for tomorrow’s workforce. In this section we explain the nature of those moral responsibilities, incorporating the following continuum of moral duty.

We note that Cameron (2003) has suggested that virtuous leaders go above and beyond the responsibilities of leaders to add value, rather than to simply comply with ethical standards (cf. Carroll and Buchholtz, 2014). Accordingly, we present the following moral continuum which includes four distinct ethical positions. As applied to the role of a university leader, that continuum, with a brief description of the moral expectations of a leader at each point, is explained below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtuous</th>
<th>Moral</th>
<th>Amoral</th>
<th>Immoral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimizes Added Value and Benefits to Others</td>
<td>Keeps Commitments and Adds Value</td>
<td>Avoids Violating Duties but Seeks Self-Interest First</td>
<td>Disregards Duties Owed to Others and Role Obligations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The application of this continuum to the teaching evaluation process becomes clearer in context with the table below which identifies these four moral positions as they relate to the implied duties owed to the stakeholders who are affected by the evaluation process for each position.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder Responsibility</th>
<th>Virtuous</th>
<th>Moral</th>
<th>Amoral</th>
<th>Immoral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparing doctoral students for future positions</td>
<td>Provides training about learning theory and teaching effectiveness and emphasizes need for them to be great teachers.</td>
<td>Provides some training about teaching effectiveness.</td>
<td>Does not address doctoral student need to become great teachers.</td>
<td>Instructs doctoral students to spend as little time as possible on teaching and focus on getting published in top journals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisting faculty to understand learning theory</td>
<td>Provides training about learning theory and its application. Provides in service training and departmental discussions about learning theory.</td>
<td>Provides peer feedback and class visits and asks peers to offer teaching suggestions</td>
<td>Uses some peer and student feedback to assist faculty, but mainly at the initiative of the faculty.</td>
<td>Does not provide feedback about learning theory and encourages faculty to focus on publications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing resources to faculty to improve teaching skills</td>
<td>Encourages use of an established Center for Teaching and Learning to improve teaching skills and provides a mentor coach for each person.</td>
<td>May provide a Center for Teaching and Learning and a faculty mentor.</td>
<td>Responds to faculty requests for teaching assistance, as requested.</td>
<td>Deemphasizes teaching and relies on student feedback to assess faculty with little help offered to improve faculty teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing students with cutting-edge knowledge about new concepts in the field and their application</td>
<td>Conducts department meetings focused on integrating cutting-edge concepts in the classroom and tips about their implementation.</td>
<td>Provides a mechanism for sharing new ideas but may or may not identify how students can apply those concepts.</td>
<td>Expects faculty members to stay current about new concepts as part of their job.</td>
<td>Emphasizes knowledge delivery to students and traditional cognitive teaching methods. Little application is provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping students to develop applied skills</td>
<td>Requires students to be involved in internships, assistantships, and service learning opportunities to apply skills and emphasizes skill application.</td>
<td>Provides some internships and assistantships for top students. Encourages students to engage in service learning.</td>
<td>May provide occasional internships and some assistantships. Service learning opportunities are at the initiative of faculty.</td>
<td>Provides assistantships to reduce faculty load, but those internships are mostly clerical tasks of limited value to the students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing students for future career successes</td>
<td>Creates a program that emphasizes assisting students to achieve their greatness and provides multiple opportunities for</td>
<td>Provides career development workshops to assist students to be job ready and provides individual counseling as</td>
<td>May provide help for individual students. Provides resume review services,</td>
<td>Uses grading system as the basis for helping students to qualify for jobs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Consistent with the virtuous moral model identified by Cameron (2003), we suggest that university leaders and administrators owe a profound set of duties to maximize the creation of value for all of their stakeholders. This virtuous approach to administrative leadership applies broadly throughout all areas of university administration and has special relevance to creating the best possible means of improving faculty teaching.

3. Material Studied

3.1 Coaching Model for Improved Teaching

Based on a review of the literature, we present a seven-step model for helping faculty to improve their teaching, briefly explaining each of the seven steps of an administrator, department chair, or senior faculty mentor who serves as the coach of an individual faculty member. We suggest that this model for improving teaching performance is an improvement on the commonly implemented teaching performance evaluation approaches currently employed at most colleges and universities. In addition to presenting this seven-step model, we also include ten related propositions that are testable opportunities to put this model into practice.

1) Demonstrate personal commitment to individual success. Redefining the relationship between the individual being mentored or coached is at the heart of our coaching model. A coaching relationship enables the coach/mentor to be an actual partner, a source of support, and a cheerleader for a faculty member seeking to improve his/her teaching. This highly supportive relationship creates an entirely different social contract and relationship than traditional performance evaluation roles (cf. McGregor, 2005). Rather than the coach/mentor acting as a critic or a judge in the more traditional role, the coach functions as a supporting partner who works with the faculty member to achieve personal excellence – and, ultimately, to successfully qualify for promotion and tenure (Cassidy & Medsker, 2009). In identifying the roles of leaders and organizations to their employees, DePree (2004, Ch. 1) emphasizes the importance of this same type of relationship, thereby treating employees as partners in a “covenantal” relationship. Our coaching model is centered on the success of the faculty member in improving his/her teaching and defines the coach as a committed participant in the faculty member’s success – much as DePree (2004) has outlined.

When a leader/coach is authentic in demonstrating a commitment to an employee or colleague’s success, that commitment also translates to a reciprocal higher level of personal commitment and investment on the part of the person being coached (Cheliotes & Reilly, 2012). Consistent with this information about the coaching relationship, we offer our first proposition.

\[ P_1: \text{Universities who adopt a coach/mentor approach to improving faculty teaching will see faculty respond with higher levels of personal commitment than universities who adopt the more traditional performance evaluation approach.} \]

2) Reinforce teaching to the mission, goals, and values. In focusing the efforts of faculty members on teaching effectiveness, Higgerson (1999) emphasized the importance of tying teaching to the mission, goals, and values of the organization. Understanding the specific student population served by a university, the priority that it places on teaching and research, its expectations about the role that the university plays in the community the values and priorities that frame its declared mission all have an important part in the teaching focus of a university. The coach or mentor has the opportunity to provide context about the university’s history and underlying philosophy, and the traditions and culture that serve as the foundation of the university. Buskist and colleagues (2014) emphasized the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Providing with students who understand and honor citizenship obligations</th>
<th>Emphasizes service to society as a major value, requires students to engage in service learning, and emphasizes a campus-wide academic integrity program to reinforce values.</th>
<th>Involves students in community service and actively enforces academic dishonesty and plagiarism policies.</th>
<th>May have an academic dishonesty program and may use turnitin.com as a campus resource.</th>
<th>Gives periodic lip service to social responsibility issues but invests little or no resources.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio development to assist students to distinguish themselves.</td>
<td>requested.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
importance of a holistic approach to peer review and coaching that incorporates a multiple set of teaching and learning factors. Understanding the key cultural elements of a university or department enables a faculty member to focus on addressing normative values in addition to the behavioral context and content of teaching (cf. Schein, 2010). Our second proposition addresses the relationship between a university’s mission and the teaching effectiveness of faculty.

P2: University faculty members at universities that incorporate a coaching approach that emphasizes a university’s mission, goals, and values into classroom teaching are perceived as better teachers than faculty at universities that do not emphasize incorporating those factors into the teaching of students.

3) Define expected teaching outcomes. “Beginning with the end in mind” is a well-established principle and enables individuals to incorporate clear measuring sticks for goals achieved (Covey, 1990). Defining expectations about student performance; required course content; and teaching outcomes integrated with learning objectives, values, and purposes increases the likelihood that those expectations will be achieved (Robinson & Gahagan, 2010). Effective coaching includes expectations about the importance of teaching outcomes and preparing students for the application of skills and techniques in their future occupations (Knight, 2007). “Making performance expectations clear and helping faculty understand how individual goals relate” to organization goals are essential in evaluating faculty teaching performance (Higgerson, 1999, p. 200). Our third proposition about coaching and effective teaching follows.

P3: Faculty members at universities at which their coach/mentor defines clear teaching outcomes are perceived as better teachers than faculty at universities that do not take the time to define clear outcomes in the teaching of students.

4) Incorporate cutting-edge learning theories. Today’s learners are more diverse but less prepared than students who have attended colleges and universities in the past, and effective teaching requires the ability to apply cutting-edge learning theories to reach this student population (Ramsden, 1992). To teach effectively, Wieman encouraged faculty to become experts in their knowledge of the practice of teaching, rather than just the content knowledge of their disciplines (Berrett, 2012). Engaging students at the affective level can enable them to have more meaningful learning experiences that can be applied in their lives and careers (Fink, 2003). Coaches and mentors who help faculty to understand how to apply learning theory can assist their mentees to develop teaching strategies that reach today’s more diverse student population. Both students and administrators agree that teaching skills that foster long-term engagement with learning tasks and the application of concepts result in more effective student learning (Ramsden, 1992, Ch. 5). Consistent with this coaching element, we offer our fourth proposition.

P4: Faculty members at universities at which their coach/mentor assists the faculty in applying cutting-edge learning theories in the classroom are perceived as better teachers than faculty at universities that do not provide this coaching.

5) Empower and emphasize personalized teaching. Coaches and mentors that encourage faculty to incorporate into their teaching their individual personalities and personal style empower their mentees, make them full partners in the teaching and learning process, and increase individual teacher engagement and commitment (Bogler & Somech, 2004; Bogler, 2005). Empowerment is far more than simply assigning responsibility for outcomes but includes personal support, encouragement, and training about outcomes to be achieved (Watts, 2009). Empowering faculty members and allowing them to imbue their teaching with their personal touch enables them to feel personal ownership for their goals and increases their sense of partnership with the organization (Block, 2013). Personal connection between a coach and mentee has been shown to build greater personal commitment, improve performance, and increase personal satisfaction about work to be performed (Boyatzis & McKee, 2005). We suggest two propositions about the importance of coach or mentor empowerment of faculty.

P5: Faculty members at universities where their coaches and mentors provide training in achieving learning outcomes and who are supported in those efforts by those coaches and mentors are perceived as better teachers than faculty at universities that do not provide this empowerment and encouragement.

P6: Faculty members at universities at which their coaches/mentors empower faculty and encourage them to incorporate their own personalities and personal style in the classroom are perceived as more committed and engaged than faculty at universities that do not provide this empowerment and encouragement.

6) Identify individual questions and concerns. Coaches and mentors work most effectively when they listen as well as guide and instruct (Cheliotes & Reilly, 2012). Listening effectively and responding to individual faculty member needs and concerns strengthens the mentor/mentee relationship and enables a coach to be perceived as emotionally
Each faculty member comes to teaching from a unique background and perspective and requires a personalized response by the coach or mentor (Wise & Hammack, 2011). Listening to faculty and addressing their specific questions and concerns demonstrates to faculty that they are full partners in the teaching and learning process and increases faculty commitment and performance (Huston & Weaver, 2008). With regard to the importance of responding to the individual questions and concerns of faculty being coached, we offer our seventh proposition.

P7: Faculty members at universities at which their coaches/mentors listen to faculty, identify their concerns, and answer their questions are perceived as more effective and committed than faculty at universities that do not provide this empowerment and encouragement.

7) Provide supporting resources and regular feedback. A teaching improvement process that includes specific teaching resources such as faculty access to a Center for Teaching and Learning, periodic departmental meetings about improving teaching effectiveness, and regular feedback about teaching effectiveness has been considered an ideal process for improving teaching effectiveness (Seldin, 1999; Schumann, Peters, & Olsen, 2013). Incorporating these elements into a coaching and mentoring model demonstrates to faculty that their administrators give teaching high priority (Bosch, Hester, & MacEntee, 2008). Although Centers for Teaching and Learning have been at some universities for nearly fifty years, their value in helping today’s faculty is increasingly relevant in today’s complex world (Schumann et al., 2013). Coaching feedback about how faculty can improve their teaching should focus on identifying better ways to achieve teaching outcomes and improving learning, rather than finding fault and placing blame (Deming, 2000). Feedback should be timely, specific, and constructive to be most useful (Gilley, Gilley, & Kouider, 2010) and is most effective when those who receive that feedback believe that their coaches and mentors are committed to their welfare, growth, and wholeness (Caldwell, 2012). Our eighth proposition addresses the role of coaching in providing resources and its impact upon teaching effectiveness.

P8: Faculty members at universities at which their coaches/mentors provide regular and timely feedback and resources to help improve teaching are perceived as better teachers than faculty at universities that do not provide this feedback and supporting resources.

Coaching and mentoring systems within the higher education context are increasingly being recognized as contributors to faculty success (Bartalo, 2012). Consistent with research about other integrated processes of human resource management (cf. Pfeffer, 1998), integrating all seven of these steps is more likely to increase faculty member trust, increase commitment, and improve teaching performance than implementing individual elements of this proposed coaching model (cf. Caldwell et al., 2011). Consistent with the research about other human resource management systems, we present our last two propositions.

P9: Faculty members at universities which implement all seven of these coaching steps are perceived as more committed team members than faculty at universities that do not implement this seven-step coaching model.

P10: Faculty members at universities which implement all seven of these coaching steps are perceived as better teachers than faculty at universities that do not implement this seven-step coaching model.

Traditional models of faculty evaluation that continue to rely on student feedback and that provide limited or no feedback to faculty about improving their teaching continue to exist at many colleges and universities (Seldin, 1999). These traditional models have been frequently misused in the teaching evaluation processes and in making critical decisions about promotion and tenure (Seldin, 1999 & 2006). The net impact of failing to implement best practices in teacher evaluation is that teaching at many major universities and colleges is delivered at a level that is below the potential that could be offered, students receive a lower quality overall education, other stakeholders are underserved, and society benefits to a lesser extent than is otherwise possible (cf. Berrett, 2012). In today’s highly competitive global marketplace, failing to optimize the quality of teaching and education provided by colleges and universities is an underutilization of valuable resources and fails to honor the moral obligations owed by colleges and universities to society (cf. Hosmer, 2010).

4. Discussion

In presenting this paper about improving teaching effectiveness through the seven-step model that we have suggested, four significant contributions are made.

1) We join with those scholars who advocate that the current methods of evaluating teaching effectiveness are deficient and call for raising the bar in improving the process used by universities and colleges to improve faculty-teaching skills. Despite the fact that thousands of articles and books have been written about improving teaching
effectiveness many colleges and universities are still using outmoded and ineffective systems that neither prepare faculty to teach nor assist them in improving their teaching methods (Seldin, 1999 & 2006).

2) We identify a morally virtuous model for university administrators and department chairs to follow in creating added value for all stakeholders impacted by college and university teaching. The coaching model that we present herein incorporates a higher standard of virtuous responsibility that adds value to the education process (cf. Cameron, 2011). Our model also enables university leaders and their faculty to optimize the creation of value for universities, their students, and society and to honor the obligations of virtuous leadership that organizational followers are coming to expect.

3) We provide a seven-step coaching model for improving teaching effectiveness that is congruent with the thinking of other scholars and explain how all seven of these steps can be used by universities to improve teaching. A coaching approach to performance improvement that seeks the welfare, growth, and wholeness of faculty is superior to traditional approaches which do not create a partnership between faculty and their coaches or evaluators (Boyatzis & McKee, 2005).

4) We offer ten testable propositions for evaluating our seven-step coaching model which can be used by university administrators and department heads, and which may be evaluated by other scholars interested in studying teaching effectiveness. Providing these propositions enables practitioners and scholars with a resource that can be quickly and easily applied and evaluated.

4.1 Implications

Our model provides a framework for all the key stakeholders to engage in a meaningful discussion about how teaching effectiveness should be defined and measured. It also challenges institutions to re-examine the full impact of their decisions and whether they are creating environments where all stakeholders can thrive. Some might even argue that faculty, staff and administration have a moral responsibility to look at alternative models that will result in improved teaching, better learning outcomes and a greater sense of commitment.

4.2 Future Research

Future research may expand the current model to include additional factors such as teacher efficacy, rank and tenure status. Additional research may also examine faculty reaction to the proposed model and whether institutions that choose to implement the proposed model are actually considered more virtuous than those that do not. Lastly, additional research is also needed to explore the relationship between different management styles and teaching effectiveness and the metrics used in the evaluation process.

5. Conclusion

The view that many faculty hold is that administrators and leaders at colleges and universities fail to “practice what they teach” by implementing teaching evaluation programs that neither optimize the quality of teaching provided by their faculties nor the learning opportunities delivered to their students (Caldwell, Karri & Matula, 2005). In a world where “(g)ood is the enemy of great,” today’s leaders have a moral obligation to pursue excellence if they wish to compete in an increasingly competitive world economy that demands excellence at all levels (Collins, 2001, p. 1).

In many ways this paper is a challenge to college and university administrators to rethink the moral duties that they owe to their faculty, their universities, the students attending their schools, and society at large. It is a challenge to these academic leaders to honor the higher standard of virtuous leadership advocated by many modern scholars (cf. Cameron, Dutton, & Quinn, 2003; Cameron & Spreitzer, 2012; Cameron, 2003). Leaders have an obligation to optimize wealth creation as ethical stewards, and set an example for their students who will one day become the future leaders of a difficult world (Caldwell & Hansen, 2010).

Although the implementation of the coaching model presented in this paper may require additional time, energy, and financial resources, university administrators have a covenantal duty to honor their obligations to all their stakeholders (Pava, 2003) by investing in improving the effectiveness of their teaching faculties. Contemporary educational institutions demand individuals who are knowledgeable about their discipline, skilled in the application of ideas, and committed to values that honor relationships with others. In order to accomplish these goals, a paradigm shift in the way modern institutions define teaching effectiveness is needed. As universities and colleges focus on innovative ways to optimize teaching effectiveness and prepare their faculties to succeed, they should consider a more virtuous model, one that benefits faculty members, students and society at large.
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